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NEWS
February slated as
Month of Prayer;
SA to fead campus
in focusing on
communication with

God PAGE-4 .

Bt1rnett to share lessonS of 9/11 tragedy
JAMIE HIGGINS
Student reporter

Deena Burnett will speak in the Benson Auditorium Feb. 5 at 7:30p.m as
part of the American Studies Institute's
Distinguished Lecture Series.
Burnett's husband Tom was aboard
United Airlines Flight 93, one of four
airplanes terrorists hijacked Sept. 11.
He is credited with leading a group of
passengers in storming the plane's cockpit in an attempt to overtake the terrorists. The plane crashed in Pennsylvania
with no survivors.
"We may never know exactly how
many helped him or exactly what they
did, but I have no doubt that airplane
was bound for some landmark," Deena
Burnett said in an article in the Albuquerque Tribune. "Whatever Tom did
and whatever the guys who helped him

did saved many more lives. I'm so proud
of him and so grateful."
The heroism of her hu.s band, his
fellow passengers and countless others is the most lasting legacy of Sept.
11, Deena Burnett told CBS News in
September 2003.
"I really believe that something good
has come from Sept. 11," she~aid in the
CBS news article. "I think the good is
that we had a resurgence ef patriotism.
I think we have finally understood what
leadership is all about, and what a hero
really is."
·
Since Sept. 11 Deena Burnett has become an advocate for families. of victims
who died in the attacks. Last year she
represented the families at the trial of
Al Qaeda member Mounir M.otassadeq
in Germany.
She has traveled to Washington,
D.C., and across the country to promote

changes in airline safety
and immigration laws
and is the lead plaintiff
in a lawsuit aimed at
bankrupting te.,orist
organizations.
Burnett also serves
as president of the Tom
Burnett Family FGun- BURNEn
dation, a public charity that endows children's bereavement
cainps and college scholarships.
Dr. Bob Reely, associate executive
director of ASI, said it is important to
have Burnett as a speaker in order to
honor the memory of Sept. 11.
"We must not forget the events of
9/11 ," Reely said. "We must keep the
spirit alive."
. He said Deena Burnett is an inspiration to many because of the way she
handled the crisis.

"De(;!na is a great role model for stu:
dents at Harding," Reely said. ''Many
people have conquered extreme sports, but
she has conquered extreme crisis."
Senior Tim Reiss said he is exCited
about the lecture.
"I am looking forward to Deena coming," Reiss said. "She will bring a perspective on how to deal with difficult
situations and how to keep your focus
on God."
The ASI traces its roots to a program
started at Harding in 1953 called the
School of American Studies. Speakers
have included President George Bush,
Margaret Thatcher, Dick Cheney and
Mikhail Gorbachev.
'This is the one of the few universities
in the country that has such a distinguished list of speakers," Reely said.
Reely estimates that 1,000 people will
turn out to hear Deena Burnett. '"

JWho:
Deena Burnett, wife
ofSept.ll
victim Tom
Burnett
JWhat:American Studies
Institute Distinguished
Lecture
Series
JWhen:
Feb.5,7:30
p.m., Benson
Auditorium

Long to replace

Priest at vice
president post
CHRISTY CANADY
Student reporter

.

Getting Rowdy
Juniors Logan Light and Jacob Edwards, sophomore Josh Bundy and junior Daniel Evans cheer on the Bison basketball team Jan. 26 at

Rhodes Field House. The Bisons lost to Ouachita Baptist in overtime, 76-71.See story on page 10.

Changes~delltresponsetOsurvey
FROM STAFF REPORTS

According to the results of the Bison's
fall readership survey, 82.8 percent of
respondents read most or every issue
published last semester, and Editorin-Chief Jeffrey Hunter hopes that recent improvements will push readership
even higher.
Hunter said the survey, which the
Bison randomly mailed to more than
500 students and faculty members in
December, was an attempt to gain a perspective of the newspaper's performance
and make changes accordingly.
'We wanted to make sure that our cov. erage was in line with what best served

our readership," Hunter said. "If we're
not providing the best possible coverage,
then we are not doing OlJ.r jobs."
The survey also asked a series of questions evaluating different features of
the newspaper as well as the editorial
staffs performance in particular areas,
including accuracy, independence and
professionalism.
''The response was, for the most part,
positive," Hunter said. "The features
that didn't receive very high ratings
were removed or changed."
The Bison's commitment to being a Christian publication was also evaluated.
. See SURVEY, page 3

NUMBER OF READERS
~ Never read the

Bison
one or two issues
lill Read most of the issues
., Read every issue
~ Read

Mter three years of serving as vice president for
academic affairs, Dr. Dean Priest has resigned and
will return to the classroom to teach full time in the
mathematics department next fall.
Priest said he has enjoyed working with the administrative team but feels compelled to step down
from his post and pursue his love for
teaching.
President David Burks said Priest
has rendered exceptional service to
Harding during his tenure.
"All of us at Harding are grateful
to him for his leadership at the urriversity," Burks said. "We wish him
well as he moves back into the classPRIEST
room on a full-time basis."
Priest served as dean of the College
of Arts and SCiences and as assistant
vice president for academic affairs to
Dr. Neale Pryor. During his 20 years
in the classroom, he was named a
distinguished professor.
Dr. Larry Long, associate vice
president for academic affairs and
dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, will succeed Priest when LONG
he steps down in May.
Long said he plans to continue the excellence that
has characterized Harding as a liberal arts college and
is exCited about wm:king with the deans and faculty
to support and improve programs.
''My interest in academic leadership and faculty
development has always been with me," Long said.
"I enjoy academic problem solving."
Expanding the master's programs that Harding offers and developing hybrid online programs are goals
that L.ong said he would like to see come to fruition
in the near future .
Burks said Long's distinguished career at Harding
makes him an ideal candidate and successor to Priest.
"We are fortunate to have a person of Dr. Long's
ability to assume the r esponsibility of vice president
for academic affairs," he said.
During his 28 years at Harding, Long has served
as head of the Honors program and is a distinguished
professor of English . He currently is heading a study
for the North Central Association relative to the univers1ty's ten-year accreditation r eview.
·
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FACES IN THECROWD

CAMPUS IN BRIEF

Valerie Hendrix, Sophomore

JOY Club to host prayer brunch

Fantasy dinner guests:
Gen. Wesley Oar!<. Christina Aguilera and
Ashton Kutcher

The JOY women's service
organization will host a prayer
brunch Sat., Feb. 7 at 10 a.m. in
student center 236.
The brunch, entitled "New
Beginnings," will include songs,
prayer, scriptures reading and
special speakers. All women are
invited to attend.
For more information, contact
Heather Freeman at 501-279-5978.

Greatest influence: My daddy

SA Super Bowl party is Sunday

Goals after college: Work and have a family

The Student Association is
hosting a Super Bowl party in the
cafeteria Sunday at 5 p.m. The SA
will serve popcorn and hot wings. A
free pizza will be given away.

Hometown: Delight, Ark.
Major: Public Relations

.

COMING UP

Club/organization: Ko
Jo Kai
Favorite sports team: Arkansas Razorbacks

In 10 years: I plan to be an independent political PR practitioner
Favorite thing about Harding: Curfew
Last book read: "Traveling Light" by Max
Lucado
Favorite movie: "A Tune to Kill"
Favorite TV show: "Friends"
Favorite musician(s): Dixie Chicks, Cross
Canadian Ragweed

Computer virus threatens campus
A new computer virus called
Novarg is currently causing
computer problems worldwide.
The worm comes through the
email as a .zip, .pif, .exe, .cmd or .bat
attachment. Attachments in any
of these formats named document

readmei ... ~
message or bedj lfhou
opened.

'

·

t

The virus can be disguised as
returned mail from a mail delivery
system or as a correspondence from
a friend.
The message body often reads,
"The message cannot be represented
in 7-bit ASCII encoding and has been
sent as a binary attachment."
Other variations read, "The
message contains Unicode characters
and has been sent as a binary
attachment," or ''Mail transaction
failed. Partial message is available."
The worm opens a backdoor in
the computer's ports, which means
an attacker could connect to the
computer and gain access to its
network resources.

DormNet deadline looms
All students living in campus
housing have been charged the
DormNet fee for the spring semester.
Students who do not wish to use
DormNet must fill out a cancellation form to obtain a refund. To do
so, stop by the Student Technology
Services office in Administration 206
W~"l'lliillllf'i.~

1.30 Josh Kelley concert, Benson, 8 p.m.,
$5 or free with the Pass
1.31

Hospice Home Care semi-annual
volunteer training. Call Kim Black at
279-7955 for more information.

1.31

Women's basketball vs. Henderson
State, Rhodes Field House, 6 p.m.

1.31

Men's basketball vs. Henderson State,
Rhodes Field House, 8 p.m.

2.01

Art show, Daisy Zinn, Erin Casey and
Thomas Little, Stevens Art Gallery,
3p.m.

2.01

SA Super Bowl party, cafeteria, S p.m.

2.01

Month of Prayer pushoff

2.03

Piano recital, Dr. Scott Carrell,
Reynolds Center recital hall, 7 p.m.

2.05 Women's Basketball vs. Delta State,
Cleveland, Miss., 6 p.m.
2.05

Deena Burnett, ASI speaker, Benson,
7:30p.m.

2.05

Men's Basketball vs. Delta State,
Cleveland, Miss., 8 p.m.

SUBMIT

NEWS
County, city at odds over jail
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ACHRISTIAN PUBUCATION

Does the Bison reflect the
university's mission?

State Attorney General offers opinion on zoning issue

17.3%

DEANN THOMAS

Copy editor

Strongly Disagree 1,2%

Arkansas Attorney General
Mike Beebe supported the Searcy
City Planning Commission's right to
enforce its zoning laws in an official
opinion submitted Jan. 23.
Beebe's decision resulted from
I tter s ubmitted by Sen . John
Paul Capps discussing the t.--uuenl
·talemate .between 5eil.rcy and White
CoWlty about where to build an $11
milli n jail for fhe county.
[n September the county, .intending
to build a new facility thal would
house the county road departm nt.
heriff' d patlment and jail, purchased 10 acres on B oth R ad in
Searcy. An additional four acres of
adjoining land would be available
to extend this building.
The land, however, is in Searcy's
commercial zoned area, which meant
White County had to apply for a
conditional use permit from the
Searcy City Planning Commission. The commission voted Jan. 6
to refuse the county's request for
the permit.
In response, the county asked
the Searcy City Council to reject
the commission's decision and
rezone the land.
The city council, hoping to hear
Beebe's opinion before making a final
decision, postponed voting until its
Feb. 10 meeting.
Searcy Mayor 13elinda LaForce
said he expected Beebe to uphold
the planning commission's decision.
B ebe conftrmed her expectations
and told The Daily Citizen that in

The White County

~~~~~;;r-Jr;

LISA BLOUNT

The announcement of up-andcoming rock band Switchfoot's Feb.
13 performance in the Benson Auditorium surprised some students
who are familiar with the band's
roots in contemporary Christian
mUSIC.

However, Dustin Vyers,
student activities coordinator,
said Switchfoot's performance
will not be a departure from
Harding's traditional refrain
from instrumental Christian
music groups.
Harding is affiliated with
churches of
Christ, which
do not use in·
struments in
worship, and
the university
has followed a
policy of not
inviting instrumental Christian
VYERS
artists to perform
on campus for years.
"The members of Switchfoot
are people of faith, but they do
not include anything in their per·
formances that promote worship,"
Vyers said.
"There is a difference between
being a Christian band and being Christians in a band. As far
as genre is concerned, they are
straight up rock."
Switchfoot, who was associated
with Sparrow Records, a Christian
label, switched to Columbia Records after recording their newest
album, "A Beautiful Letdown," in
February 2003.
Vyers, who attended a Switchfoot
concert in Memphis in November
to evaluate the band's perfor·
mance, said university officials
also reviewed the band's lyrics
and decided they were consistent
·with the'1rniversity's instrumental
Chri's tiim
policy-_: .. · ·. ··
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Arkansas law there is "no such thing
as a county having immunity from
zonlng requirements."
Proponents of the county ·ay
building the jail
in conjunction
with the road
department and
sheriff's department will be cost
efficient because
it offers the possibility of sharing
resources, includBEEBE
ing prisoner labor,
within the departments.
On the other side, proponents
of the planning commission's deci-

sion worry that building the jail in
the industrial park will discourage
businesses from moving to the area,
devalue property and pose a risk to
businesses and their customers.
LaForce and the city coWlcil have
been searching for alternate sites for
the jail's construction. In October,
LaForce offered to help the county
prepare a 40-acre site on East Line.
Road fo.r the new jail
White County Sheriff Pat Garrett
also supports building on the East
Line Road property because the site
is larger and would allow for a jail
that houses 330 inmates, which is 60
more than is planned for the Booth
Road site. "

Overhauled Pass geared
toward upperclassmen
HEATHER FREEMAN

Student reporter

The Student Activities
Committee unveiled a new
activities Pass this semester
to increase sales and market
to upperclassmen.
Among the changes are dis·
counts at local businesses and
a user-friendly design.
"Many seniors have not
purchased the Pass since they
were freshmen or sophomores
because it was viewed as geared
toward underclassmen," Dustin
Vyers, student activities coordinator, said. "We wanted to
change that stigma and make
the Pass appeal to everyone
on campus."
The Pass, which costs $30,
gets students into all student
activities this semester for free,
including concerts, 'movies and
student theater productions.
Vyers said the value of the

Pass is more than $50.
This semester the Pass also
includes discounts to places such
as Java City, Lenny's Sub Shop,
Searcy Express Lube and Phar·
macy Express.
In addition, for the first time
in its existence, students were
able to charge the cost of the
Pass to their business office
accounts.
The Pass also features a
photograph of the cardholder
so Pass owners no longer have
to present their student I.D.
and the Pass to purchase
tickets.
Senior Lindsey Holder pur·
chased the Pass for the first time
since her freshman year.
"Before I just couldn't get my
money's worth from the Pass,"
Holder said. "However, I was
already going to buy a ticket to
the Switchfoot concert ... so it
just made sense that I buy the
Pass this semester." 11

According to senior Logan Light, are on sale every weekday from
student activities co-chairman, noon until 6 p.m. in the Benson
Switchfoot will appeal to a broad ticket booth.
range of the student body.
'The cool thing about Switchfoot
''They're a great band that is is the fact that they address matters
emerging on the secular scene, their of the human heart as everyone
music is fresh and new," Light said. deals with the ups and downs of
"We've had people from all over dealing with life's problems," junior
who were interested. I'm excited Shade Haislip said.
about the concert, and I'm excited
Junior Noah Beck said Switch·
foot's style of music is similar to
about the crowd."
Many students are excited other bands.
about the band's performance.
"They could be considered
More than 1,000 tickets were similar to Fuel, Counting Crows
and All Together Separate, among
sold as of press time.
The reserved seat tickets, which . ,0thers," Beck. said. :'They!re .great , ,
cost $10 or are free with the Pass, ,"rock with a lot of emotion."."

60

70

80 PERCENTAGE

Survey reflects positive
opllrlonofnewspaper
CONTINUED from page 1

SAC: Switchfoot concert not a
change in Harding tradition
Student reporter

30

0

Quorum C01.1rt and the
Searcy Gty Council are at
odds over t~e proposed
constrUction of a jail
on land in the city's
industrial park.

"We were very pleased with
the responses concerning our ef·
forts to reflect the mission of the
university," Hunter said. "But
it is evident that there are still
things we can work on, and we
intend to do that."
Overall, Hunter said the infor·
mation gleaned from the survey
was helpful.
"The statistical information
was very helpful, and the com·
ments were enlightening," Hunter
said. "We are doing our best to
take what we learned about our
past performance and apply it to
the newspaper's future."
Hunter said the staff made
many changes to reflect the out·
come of the survey.
Most notably, the Bison is
adding pages, at least on a trial basis. The sports section was
enlarged to three pages from its
previous two, the leisure section
grew to two pages, and a health
and wellness section and calendar page were added.
''We added to some of our cur·
rent sections to better reflect the
content that readers wanted to
see," Hunter said.
The new health and wellness
section will be supplemented with
content from the College of Nurs·
ing, as well as information from
various sources in the health care
industry.
"Health is not something the
Bison has ever really focused on
in the past," Hunter said. "But
it is something that we feel is
very important to the student
body, and we are going to use
the opportunity to pass on help·
ful information."
Though the section will sup·
ply pertinent health informa·
tion, Hunter said it is impor·
tant for readers to remember

that the articles are not to be
used as a replacement for the
advice of a professional health
care provider.
In addition to visual changes,
the Bison also made some addi·
tions behind the scenes. Most no·
tably, the Bison joined University
Wire, a news service that links
the resources of more than 700
college and university newspa·
pers around the world.
''We are excited to be a member
ofU-Wire," Hunter said. ''We are
now able to obtain information
from almost anywhere in the coun·
try and share our resources with
other universities as well."
Hunter said readers might
not notice many U-Wire stories
in the newspaper.
''We aren't going to replace sto·
ries about the Harding campus
written by Harding students with
stories about other campuses,"
Hunter said. "We will only use
it when it is important informa·
tion that we are not capable of
supplying ourselves."
The editorial staff also encour·
ages students, faculty, staff and
subscribers to keep the staff in·
formed of events in the Harding
community.
''Unfortunately, we cannot be
everywhere at all times," DeAnn
Thomas, copy editor, said. "So
if there is ever anything people
want to share with the university,
we encourage them to send it in
to us . We are always looking for
story ideas."
The Bison is also placing a
special emphasis on collecting
and publishing a comprehen·
sive weekly calendar.
Thomas said social clubs,
organizations and faculty
members with events and an·
nouncements are encouraged
to e-mail their information to
thebison@harding.edu.

nUmited Check Writin

--~-
FIRST COMMUNITY BANK
Where community comes first.
2401 W. Beebe Capps Exwy
207-6000

.

''

2801 East Race Street
207-6030
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Hart envisions changes
as new Arantark director
AARON J. MILLER
Student reporter

In a cooperative effort, Hartling
and Aramark appointed Judy
Hart as the university's new food
service director at the beginning
of this semester.
Mel Sansom, vice president for
finance and CFO, said choosing
Hart was not a difficult decision.
He said Hart will continue to
improve food services and offer
more variety.
"She has a strong desire to
see Harding be successful in
fulfilling its mission, including
provirung excellent food services,"
Sansom said.
Hart is replacing Steve Ritter,
who resigned in September.
As director, Hart oversees
all operations in the cafeteria
and the student center.
Hart plans to incorporate
more student involvement.
She is considering plans for
student contests and more
advertising.
Hart is also planning to bring
entertainment into the cafeteria.
She hopes to have bands play in
the cafeteria once a week and
occasionally show movies.
One of Hart's largest targets
for improvement is the student
center.
"The Freshen's and Bene
area, I don't feel the students
are using enough," Hart said.
"So we're looking at some new
things to put down there to
give some more interest to the
students."
She is forming student
focus groups to help prepare
presentations on all the new
considerations and hopes to
begin gaining approval for the
changes by mid February.
Hart, a native of Kensett, began
working with the McDonald's
Corp. out of high school and
remained there for 23 years.
''It was just a leap of faith to
leave them," Hart said. "But, I
truly believe that God chose for
me to come to Harding, and it's
been a wonderful experience."
Hart began working with
Aramark on the Harding campus in 2001. She began as retail

"There's not anything that
I will ask them to do that I
will not do myself. And it's
not above me to roll up my
sleeves and get in there and
help them~ Actually I enjoy
that."

JUDY HART, FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR
operations manager and later
became assistant food services
director.
During her time at Harding,
Hart has developed many meaningful relationships with her
employees.
''They [employees] do know
that there's not anything that
I will ask them to do that I will
not do myself,': Hart said. "And
it's hot above me to roll up my
sleeves and get in there and help
them. Actually I enjoy that."
Although her job requires
about 10 hours a day, Hart
said she frequently puts in
more than that.
'Tm kind of like a workaholic,"
she said. "Usually they'll push
me out the door after 12 or 14
hours." "'

EMILY B. WADE

Much to the delight of concerned students, meal express
returned to the cafeteria Jan.
21 after a short absence.
Judy Hart, food services director, said Aramark discontinued
meal express in order to encourage students to sit down in the
cafeteria and "build a sense of
community."
"We want students to come
in to eat,'' Hart said. 'We want
the cafeteria to be treated as a
hangout."
According to Student Association President Michael Campbell,
many students complained to Aramark, the SA and the Student
Services office about the removal
of meal express.
So Hart contacted her district
., manager and local supplier and
pleaded with them to allow meal
express to return.
"I really had to beg the suppliers, but they finally gave in,"
Hart said. "Our number one goal
is t o keep students happy."
Several students, especially those
who do not have time to spend in
the ~:afeteria. were unhappy about
the ren1oval of meal express because
of its' r::'o nvenience.

WEEK ONE
The power of prayer and
importance of prayer in an
individual Christian's life

WEEK TWO:
Praying with a heart that is pure
and free from sin; confession and
repentance

WEEK THREE:
Praying for a Christian's role in our
world -government, workplace,
military, etc.

WEEK FOUR:
Praying for the lost and our place in
spreading the gospel

Each week in February will
focus on a different theme of
prayer and will include one
n an effort to e mphasize the organized activity.
Week one will rocus on personal
1!3 eriousness and power of
prayer, the ~ude.nt Asso- prayer. D r . Albert Lemmons, a
ciation designated Febr uary minister from Nashville, will hold
as Month of Prayer for the a prayer seminar Feb, 3 at 6 p.m.
in the Heritage Auditorium.
Harding campus.
The focus of week two will
The SA challenges students to
commit themselves to praying for be on personal purity in prayer.
30 minutes each day this month Students are encouraged to try
and to take part in prayer-related fasting during the week.
For those who do fast, a meal
seminars and activities.
''Prayer is a serious and powerful will be served Feb. 12 at 5 p.m.
thing, and we don't always treat as a way to end the fast together.
it that way,'' SA
This will be in
President Michael
''There's spiritual warfare
the American
Campbell said.
going on, and prayer is one Room on the
second floor of
Sign-up sheets
of the most powerful tools the cafeteria.
are posted in the
we have."
"We really
dorms, in all of the
academic departwant people
BEN DOWNEY, SOPHOMORE
ments and outside
to experiment
with fasting and
the SA office for
students to pledge in writing to prayer that week," senior Ryan
pray at a certain time each day. Bond, chairman of the Spiritual
The time slots are in 30-minute Life Committee, said. "I've never
intervals beginning at 7 a.m. with fasted before, but I'm going to
the last time slot at 11:30 p.m.
during the week."
For week three, students are
''I hope that people would be
in daily communication with God encouraged to focus their prayers
and be able to see something done on world issues. The SA will host
a prayer breakfast Feb. 18 at 7
in our lives," Campbell said.
DEANN THOMAS
Copy editor

I

Judy Hart. Aramark's food service
director, serves lunch to students in the
cafeteria Jan. 28. Aramark and Harding
appointed Hart director this semester.

Meal express returns
after short absence
Student reporter

Month of Prayer
Schedule

"I'm on the basketball team,"
freshman Ryan Norman said. "I
use meal express at least three
times a week because I don't
have time to sit in the cafeteria.
I could just run and grab what I
need before practice."
Freshman Andrea Cervantes
said she just started using meal
express this semester and was
surprised when they stopped
allowing it.
"I was sad when I found out
[there was no more meal express]
because sometimes I don't eat
until late and don't feel like staying in the cafeteria," Cervantes
said. "I am very grateful that they
brought it back." "'

Free Estimates
Insurance Deductibles Financed

Wolford's Auto body
&
Collision Repair Center
1-501-268-8235
1614 E. Boolh Rd
Searcy, AR 72143

a.m. in the Benson Lobby.
During the fourth week,
the prayer theme will focus on
evangelism and reaching the lost.
The final activity of the month,
a special prayer-based Singing
Under the Stars, will be Feb. 26
at 9:30p.m.
Sophomore Ben Downey
thinks the Month of Prayer can
be beneficial to the entire campus
if people take it seriously.
"Prayer is important for providing strength and encouragement for others," Downey said.
''There's spiritual warfare going
on, and prayer is one of the most
powerful tools we have."
While Bond encourages
students to take the Month of
Prayer seriously, he also said
no one should feel pressured to
participate.
'What we are trying to do is
create an awareness of how important prayer is to a relationship
with God," Bond said. 'We don't
want anyone to feel pressured.
We just want to emphasize prayer
because it is something we don't
often talk about.
"It is about one's innermost
thoughts, feelings and relationship with God." "

www.harding.edu/thebison/health.html
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FDA bans
popular
weight-loss
supplement
JUSTIN BANKSTON

The Lantern (Ohio State U.)

(pounds to lose and minutes to spare)
s college students, we are constantly
bombarded with food. Fast food
restaurants, the cafeteria and the
student center all offer less than
ideal food within easy access of
Harding students. With all these
oice , how can we keep from
packing on the pounds?
Don't get me wrong, we can't blame it
all on these establishments. Busy class
schedules, lack of exercise and constant
munching in the dorms also help stack on
the extra weight. Below is a compilation of
helpful tips for those who would prefer to
increase their knowledge, not their waistline,
while at college.

'
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Healthy
Living
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vegetables are recommended each day.
These are excellent choices because they
are low in calories, low in fat, high in fiber,
contain many essential nutrients and are
tasty too!

Don't Diet
The typical definition of a diet is "food
deprivation and starvation," which isn't a
healthy decision. It is better to cut back on
certain foods rather than attempt to cut
them out. No single food is responsible for
weight gain, and almost any food fits into
a healthy diet as long as you remember
the key word: moderation. Too often we
measure our health success with a certain
number on a scale. Realize that scales can't
distinguish muscle from fat.

Resist the snack attack
Take a look at what you're munching
on between classes. Oreos? Popcorn? Bit0-Honey? Not good. Reduce these empty
calories. Sodas and chips provide many
calories with very few nutrients.
Also , only snack when you're truly
hungry. Don't just eat because you have
nothing better to do.
Stock your fridge with bottled water,
baby carrot sticks, bags of pre-prepared
salad greens, fresh fruits, low-fat yogurt
and unsalted seeds and nuts.

Eat Breakfast
This may be a foreign concept for many,
but breakfast really is the key meal of the day.
Don't want to get up early? Take a granola
bar with you to that 8 a.m. class. Skipping
meals will only lower your metabolism and
lead to overeating at the next meal, vy-hich
can lead to weight gain.

Eat Slowly
Take time to visit with the people eating around you. It takes abo:ut 20 minutes
for the "full" signal to be recognized by the
brain. By eating slower, you'll only eat as
much as your body needs. Besides, eating
is designed to be a pleasurable experience - don't rush it!

Avoid Super-sizing
Most of us have grown up with the "clean
your plate" mentality. That's fine, as long
as you put smaller portions on your plate.
If you're in the cafeteria leave a few bites
on the plate, use only half ofthe butter, go
easy on the salad dressing and don't saturate
your sandwiches in mayonnaise. (Why not
try mustard instead?) These calories can
add up fast. Regardless of how great a deal
that combo meal is, resist the temptation
to super, value or biggie size it. You'll only
end up super-sizing yourself.

Drink plenty of water
Four to six glasses of water per day is a
minimum guideline to follow. Water helps
with feeling full and is calorie free.
Carry a water bottle with you. You'll
save money by not buying drinks, and you
will save your bones from calcium-robbing
sodas. Besides helping with weight loss and
general health, drinking plenty of water
can also promote clear skin.

Eat your veggies
While these might not be favorites among
students, they are favorites of our bodies.
Five to nine servings of fruits and

Exercise! Exercise! Exercise!
And no, walking to class doesn't count!
We have a gym on this campus for a reason.
Also, I hear there is a nice track around
here somewhere.
Diet alone will not be nearly as effective
as combining it with exercise. Try to fit it

into your daily class schedule. You will be
glad you did. As extra incentive, aerobic
exercise can help with memory, stimulate
creativity, raise IQ levels and get rid of
the blues.
Try exercising before a meal or lightly
after a meal to produce a greater caloric
burn which will leave fewer calories to be
stored as fat.
Catch some Zzzzz
And not during class! The average college
student needs a minimum of eight hours
per night. No, this is not a joke. You'll feel
better, be able to concentrate more and
boost your immune system.
Avoid monotone meals
When you're eating a meaJ., take a moment
to look down at your plate. Are the food items
the same color? Are they an assortment of
creams, yellows and browns?
Stop being so boring! Spice up your life
and add some color. As a general rule, the
more .colors a meal has (bright greens,
reds and oranges from salads and other
fruits and vegetables) the more nutrients
it contains.
Moderation is the key
Paul wrote in I Corinthians 10:23, "Everything is permissible but not everything
is beneficial." This applies to the diet as
well.
Once again, don't try to cut out all those
unhealthy foods, but do cut back on them.
Don't believe in the fad diets you hear about
from friends or on TV. The only healthy
way to lose weight is to eat a balanced diet
and expend more energy (calories) than you
take in. In other words, eat a nutritious
diet and exercise.
· These guidelines are intended to help
raise the nutrition awareness and overall
wellness of the Harding student body.
Remember that it's not the environment
(college) that brings on the weight gain,
it's your lifestyle habits. The best way to
make lifestyle changes is to incorporate
them one at a time. And remember that a
healthy weight is when you look good, feel
well and your clothes fit.

MARY CATHERINE CLARK is a health and wellness
columnist for the Bison. She can be reached at
mcclark@harding.edu.

We may not
stay up with you all night,
but we'll help you
through it.

(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio-Nervousness, tremors, insomnia and other
adverse effects led the Food and Drug
Admirustration to put a ban on herbal
supplements that contain ephedra.
The FDA notified the public of the
ephedra ban Dec. 30 after it concluded
the drug was a possible hazard. Herbal
supplements are not usually part of FDA
investigations, but if the organization
thinks an herbal supplement is dangerous it can pull it off shelves.
A statement released by the FDA warns
consumers to stop using the drug and
businesses to stop selling the drug.
In the next couple of weeks the organization will produce its fin!l.l ruling.
Businesses will
then have 60 days
to comply with the
rule before sanc• Ephedra, also
tions are brought
called Ma Huang.
against them.
Is a natu£ally ocNational attencurring substance
tion was brought to
detlved from
botan~l s.
the ephedra drug
after the death
• The principal.,,_
of Baltimore Oritive mgredlent ls
oles pitcher Steve
ephedrine, which
Bechler.
b regulatid as a
drug.
''The FDA has
been looking into
• In recent years
ephedra for a
eph~ra produ~
long time," Laura
have been pcoBradbard, a spokesmoted fqr aiding
weight <:onttol
woman for the FDA,
and l;xw;!stlng
said.
Spo.rt5 PmOtAlthough ephemance.
dra is on the FDA's
~
possible hazard list,
it is not considered
dangerous enough to put on the immediate hazard list.
"An immediate hazard would be someone
marketing Cyanide," Bradbard said.
The concern over ephedra stems from
its properties as a stimulant, which affect the central nervous system and the
heart and can cause strokes.
There are synthesized forms of ephedra
controlled by the FDA that are mostly
used to treat nasal congestion.
Since these are made chemically,
the FDA has full rights to control the
substances and create rules for their
governance.
''There is no such thing as a safe drug
for every person, but there are safe parameters," Bradbard said.
Serious legal sanctions will be brought
against companies who do not meet the
deadline to stop producing ephedra.
Bradbard said the FDA would work with
the Department of Justice to enforce the
final rule. "
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of the TBN prime•time lineup) we'r.e
stillhere.
I have no problem with the fact
that God chose to tarry a bit longer, mind
you. Nor would I be too drastically upset
if He decided to do the big eternal trumpet blast now.
Or now. Like now-now.
Now ... onto the article.
First off I'd like to welcome back everybody who has been gone to HUF, HUG,
HUA, HULA, HUE and wherever else
you might have been. Good to have you
back.
On that note, I'd like to say that I have
been given the distinctive honor of informing the Harding campus at large of
the new international programs we'll be
starting within the next few years.
We already know about HUGHarding University Greece, and we know
HUE- Harding University England,
and we know HUA- Harding University
Australia. There's also Harding University Florence, HUF, and Harding University Latin America, HULA, our newest
campus off-campus.
Well, hopefully starting in the fall semester of 2005, we'll be sending the first
group of Harding students and faculty to
HUM - Harding University Mexico! Just
remember, you can get baptized in the
water, but don't drink it.
In a few years, once the intricate workings and technicalities of the international relations are worked out, we also
hope to be able to set up a permanent
campus abroad in the former Russian
Bloc countries in Eastern Europe. While
the definitive city has not been chosen,
the host country of this new campus
has- Estonia. So, since a city has not
been chosen, it's tentatively being called
Harding University Greater EstoniaHUGE.
In an effort to promote a broader sense
of worldwide cultural and geographical
awareness, Harding is beginning a new · ·
school-sponsored educational sight-seeing
tour to eover most
of.continental
Europe,
I ;
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ed that life involves the constant threat
of nuclear aggression from the northern
peninsula.
Turning our collegiate compass homeward a little bit, even though it still
points north no matter where it's turned,
we notice new plans for domestic campuses (campi?) other than the Searcy
campus. With the success of the Harding
University Graduate School in Memphis,
the university has commenced researching a few more locations on American
soil. The first on the list is an attempt to
bring the presence of a major church of
Christ school to New England.
Harding University Eden, Vermont Obstreperous School, HUEVOS, will be just as
much a Christian university as the Searcy
campus, but will adapt to its new surroundings like all the foreign programs. Offering
classes in Talking Way Too Fast (foreign
language credit), Liking theYankees (Kinesiology credit), and Making Fun of New
Jersey (global literacy), HUEVOS will remind Harding students that yes, life really
is better in the South.
Last, but not least, Harding is making great strides to implement a freshwater marine biology program, but to do
that you need a lot of freshwater. Not to
worry! Harding's new campus takes advantage of the abundance of lakes and
rivers in the Ohio River Valley, specifically in the Mid-Kentucky area.
I am proud to announce Harding's first
mobile campus, the Harding University Central Kentucky Lake Edward/Bald
Eagle River Research Yacht- HUCKLEBERRY. The HUCKLEBERRY is a sailing classroom with plenty of opportunity
to learn about the ecosystem ofthe freshwaters of America. Also available aboard
the HUCKLEBERRY- Fishing 101.
Well, I certainly hope this has been an
informative trip for you. I know it's been
downright exhausting for me.

AARON RUSHTON

I

Big 6uy,
Big Mouth
Recognizing a gaping absence of Harding
presence in the Southeast Asian corner
of the world, the university plans to open
a new campus/bunker just outside the
demilitarized zone of South Korea.

Biblical Asia and Northern Africa. This
tour will hopefully be a thorough survey
of important features of the Old World
that have not been fortunate enough to
receive extensive attention from movies, television or art. This program will
in itself be ~onsidered a three-hour global
literacy course, will only be offered during summers and will be called Harding's
Other Landmarks You Might've OverLooked Yourself- HOLY MOLY.
A study that often goes unnoticed at
Harding is arctic mountaineering. With
already sub-zero temperatures at the
base of the mountain and the mercury
only falling as altitude increases, this
particular activity takes weeks, even
months to learn.
For this reason Harding is proud to announce a new campus entirely centered
around this very purpose! Harding University Mount Dyorksinsnaufendendergronden In Northern Greenland's Eastem Region- HUMDINGER. (By the
way, Mount Dyorksinsnaufendendergronden was so named by the Viking explorer
Erik the Red, and loosely translated from
the Nordic means, "Wow. That's really
cold. You'd have to be stupid to climb it.")
Recognizing a gaping absence of
Harding presence in the Southeast Asian
comer of the world, the university plans
to open a new campus/bunker just outside
· the demilitarized zone of South Kol'ea.
. HUSK will help students p.re_pare them· selv.es.fol' life inr th~ real
wql"ld, ,p:ro~d.- , , ,
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AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist for the Bison, and
everything he says should be taken with a very large
and very sarcastic grain dfsalt: He tan'b'e reatl'led'at ·
aaronrushton@hotmaiilcom or (501) 305-845'3; Aaron
,R!Jshto_n is.lM,~qn,d ® h,isparel)ts: ·
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Can't we all just get along? .

AWord In

Cooperation needed to end row over new jail

Edgewise

e construction of a new county jail
The county planned to incorporate the
is not at the forefront of discussion road department headquarters with the
amongst the student body. In fact, new jail, thus giving them the option of
most students probably are not even using inmate labor to perform menial
aware of the turmoil that has locked tasks. Consolidating county services in
the county and city governments in one location, supporters say, would reduce
a bitter, elementary dispute for the overall costs and make for a more efficient operation.
months.
For its part, the city believes that planting
White County voters approved a sales tax
increase in October to fund the construc- a jail in the middle of the industrial park
tion of a new jail. However four months would decrease property value and deter
later, the only things behind bars are our businesses from locating in the area.
Both Searcy Mayor Belinda LaForce
tax dollars.
The citizens of White County, Harding and White County Sheriff Pat Garret
support an alternative
students included, are being taxed for a jail whose
location on East Line
White County
construction has been
Road, but county leaders have yet to budge. As
stalled because the city and
taxpayers, Harding
the county refuse to work
far as location goes, the
together to solve a simple
Bison thinks the choice is
students included,
location problem.
clear. The East Line Road
site
contains 40 acres for
The county purchased
deserve the best from $200,000
land on Booth Road in
while the 14-acre
Searcy's industrial park
their f!lected leaders. Booth Road site, which
the county is clutching,
in September only to find
out later that it was not
costs $415,000. The math
zoned for the construction of a jail. The city, seems elementary.
citing economic reasons, refused to change
The Bison does not pretend to underthe zoning codes to allow the $11 million stand all of the intricate details and politics
behind the county's decision and the city's
facility to be built.
The two have been fighting it out in meet- subsequent protest, but one thing is clear
ings and threatening lawsuits ever since. The - someone has to give.
White County taxpayers, Harding
Arkansas Attorney General was even called
students included, deserve the best from
to give his opinion on the issue.
All the while, hundreds of prisoners are liv- their elected leaders.
It is a tough situation, but in the world
ing in almost inhumane conditions in an aging
of local government, a little cooperation
jail just a few blocks from the courthouse.
goes a long way.
Both sides have compelling arguments.

OUR VIEW
PROBLEM
White County and the
City of Searcy are at
odds over the county's
proposed location of a
new$11 millionjail.
Taxpayers approved
a sales tax increase
to payforthejail in
October, but county
and city officials have
been arguing over the
facility's location ever
since.
SUGGESTION
The Bison does not
pretend to know all
ofthe intricacies of
local politics, but in
this situation, a little
cooperation from both
sides would go a long
way.

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IRTER POU(Y Vegetarian feels left out

Out of the 5,000 people at Harding, I
cannot possibly be the only vegetarian on
campus. The food selection in the student
center is inadequate for a vegetarian. There
are three choices in soups, but they usually
contain meat. If there are vegetarian soups,
they should be labeled as so.
The other day I ate the Wisconsin cheese
soup, clueless to the fact that there was bacon
in it. I ended up having to pick out the tiny
pieces of bacon.
Also, praises to Chick-fil-a for bringing
healthier options such as salads and wraps
to the student center. However, why not
bring some chicken-less salads and wraps?
I would love to eat a wrap without chicken
someday. Until that day, Chick-fil-a won't
be seeing my $3.79 in DCB.
How about veggie burgers at Burger King?
Every other Burger King in the country sells
the sandwiches. One last thought; I'm a se-

The Bison welcomes
your views on issues of
interest to the Harding
community. Letters to
the editor from students,
faculty, administrators
and the Searcy community are encouraged.
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone
number for verification
and be no more than
300 words in length. The
Bison reserves the right
to edit letters for style,
clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor
may be submitted
to HU Box 11192 or
thebison@harding.edu.

nior. I'd love to see some changes before
graduation.

Lindo Worndle, Senior

Parking fees unfair
After spending last semester at Harding
University in Australia, I returned to Searcy
this spring only to find myself being charged
for some of last semester's expenses.
I was disturbed to discover that even
students who are away at international
programs for a semester are required to
pay the full $68 parking permit fee. This
does not make sense to me. We use oncampus parking for half as much time as
other students but are still required to
pay for the full year. After questioning the
business office about this matter, changes
have still not been made. This concerns me
and all the students who were overseas
last semester.

Molly Roseberry, Junior

TALK BACK
What was your New Year's resolution? How long has it lasted?

"I know I won't keep a
New Year's resolution
for long, so I don't
bother making one and
disappointing myself."

''To bring up my GPA.
Still going strong!"

"My longest New Year's
resolution was to lose
weight, and it lasted for
three weeks."
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"I committed to reading my Bible through
this semester. For a
couple of weeks I stayed
on schedule and read
every day, but now I'm
really behind<'

I
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-Jacob Spillman, freshman ·· · - Jen~ifer Sequin, so'phomore - Ashiey Side~ freshman ·

j

'

-Beth Fi.lltz,sophomore ·

Oh, to feel
frontier between
my toes
was born in the wrong century.
Send me back 100 years ago or
propel me a century ahead, I
would be happy either way.
It is not that I am unhappy
with the comfort and stability of the
21st century, but both the past and
the future have something that we
don't- a frontier.
These days, frontier is an antiquated word most often associated with
cowboys, gold miners and amusement
parks. Long gone is the era of railroads carting passengers off to wild
and uncharted destinations.
Some of my most vivid childhood
memories are of the old-folks telling
family stories. I can remember listening to tales about my great grandparents moving to their homestead in
New Mexico, or my great grandfather
chasing crooks as the sheriff of Montauge County, Texas.
What I remember most about the
stories, however, aren't the adventures or daring risks, but the excitement that accompanied the thought
of being on the frontier.
What is it about the frontier that is
so appealing? Certainly not the harsh
elements, back-breaking labor and
painful uncertainty.
I was born too late to
But there is
strike into the great
just something
American
West and I
comforting
am
too
earty
to set my
about having
foot
on
humanity's
fresh, untouched earth
next frontier- space.
-free from
the crowded
masses - under your feet.
My great grandfather left a comfortable life in Kansas in 1910 to
search out a new home for his young
family. He went west.
He built a house out of chiselled
sandstone on the flat, grassy nothingness of the Great Plains. He broke
the sod on his very own homestead,
carving out a living from the ground
of New Mexico before it was even a
state.
He could feel the mud between his
toes and know it was full of endless
opportunity.
Now, at the turn of a different century, his descendants are left without
a frontier to retreat to. I was born too
late to strike into the great American
West and I am too early to set my foot
on humanity's next frontier- space.
I can't keep my eyes away from
news about NASA's two wandering
mechanical wonders that are currently exploring the mysterious landscape
of Mars. I can hope to see human feet
on the planet in my lifetime, but they
won't be mine. I won't get to feel the
\dusty red soil between my toes.
' One hundred years ago, I would
have been the annoying one in the
family who kept bugging everyone r-:.
hitch up the old covered wagon anc
move a little farther west. On the B: ·)
side, I would probably be the anno,-ing one in the family who kept bug·
ging everyone to hop in the old spac•:c
cruiser and move one galaxy over.
But since I can't rewind to the
past, or skip ahead to the future, I
will just have to be content with a life
in the present.
But it's OK. I will still have my
' dreams --'- which is what the frontier
is all about ~nyway.
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For college students on the go,
these sin1ple party recipes n1ake
life a little easier.
"I like caramel popcorn,"
senior Adam Gang said. "Not
only is it good to eat, but I'll
ven during the excitement have something to throw at the
of the Super Bowl, most television when the refs make a
college students have one bad call."
thing in common: they are
Want more to throw at the
looking fm· cheap and easy television? Try mixing up some
ways to save time and money.
puppy chow - a messy, but
Planning a Super Bowl party pleasing blend of peanut butter
doesn't have to be exhausting and chocolate chips. This sweet
and expensive. Try some of these and salty mixture is sure to
simple recipes to help you tackle please a variety of tastes. A costly
your game plan.
$7, the chow is worth the bucks.
No party is complete without
"I really like puppy chow,"
chips and salsa. The
junior Kellie Harbron
combination seems to
"I like caramel
said. "It is an awesome
be the standard for
popcorn. Not
combination
of
my
football gatherings.
only is it good
favorite foods. Anything
"At every Super
to eat, but I'll
with chocolate is good."
Bowl party I've ever
If you are looking for
been to I've had Rotel have something something even sweeter,
cheese dip," junior
to throw at the
a cookie cake blend,
Miranda Harris said. television when which costs around $4,
"It is the best dip
the refs make a
will give you a wonderful
bad call."
sugar rush.
for your chips while
watching
football
ADAM GANG, SENIOR
Shaping the cookies
games."
like footballs shows more
Treating
your
Super Bowl spirit.
friends to the chips and cheese
After indulging with this
combo only takes $5 out of your dessert, your friends will have the
wallet.
energy to cheer on the Patriots or
For those who want more Panthers.
than just the ordinary chips
Between eating all this food
and salsa, deviled eggs provide and cheering for your team, you
another finger-food selection for and your friends are bound to get
your party.
thirsty. Instead of just serving
Also, sausage balls are sure soft drinks, why not serve a
to spice up your menu as well. fruit punch mixture to wash
The spice of the sausage and the everything down?
cheddar cheese taste will leave an
If this is not enough food to
unexplainable aftertaste.
satisfy your taste buds on the big
To kick it up a notch - thank day, the Student Association is
you Emeril for that once-in-a- hosting a Super Bowl party in the
lifetime phrase - dip these bites cafeteria at 5 p.m. Popcorn and
into some shrimp cocktail sauce. hot wings will be served. A free
The Great Value Brand from pizza will also be given away.
Wal-Mart will only set you back
Enjoy yourself. Break from
around 89 cents. All together this hosting and sit down to
exciting dish will cost $6.
watch the Super Bowl. Not
Another idea - remember a fan of the pigskin fest?
that popcorn doesn't have to The commercials are just
be reserved only for movies. A as entertaining. ~
bowl of caramel popcorn
is sure to score big with
all of your friends. If
you have butter and
salt sitting on your
counter, expect to
pay $3 - that's a
deal.
STEFAN IE SHEA

Rotel cheese dip

Student reporter

1 can Rotel tomatoes, chopped
1 small pkg. Velveeta cheese
Com chips (dip size)
Instructions: Melt Velveeta
cheese. Add chopped tomatoes.
Serve warm with dip size com
chips.
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Sausage balls

1lb. sausage (mild or spicy)
1 112 cups grated cheddar cheese
3 cups Bisquick
Instructions: Let all ingredients
set to room temperature.
Combine in large bowl and mix.
Roll into small balls and place
on cookie sheet. Bake on 400
degrees for 15-20 minu~es.
Microwave caramel corn

1/2 to 3/4 cups popcorn, popped
Bring to a boil:
1 stick butter
1 cup brown sugar
114 cup Karo syrup

Puppy chow

8 oz. bag chocolate chips
3/4 cup peanut
butter
1 box Crispix
1 cup
powdered
sugar
Instructions:
Melt chocolate
chips and peanut
butter. Stir cereal in gently to
coat. Place powdered sugar in
large brown paper bag. Add
cereal mixture and shake until
puppy chow separates into bitesize clumps.
Chocolate chip cake cookies

1 yellow cake mix
114 cup soft butter
114 cup brown sugar
1/4 cup water
2 eggs
12 oz. pkg. chocolate chips
Instructions: Blend together cake
mix, butter, sugar, water and
eggs. Then add chocolate chips.
Pour into a 13x9x2 inch pan.
Bake at 375 degrees for 20-25
minutes.
Fruit punch

2 cans Minute Maid frozen fruit
punch
1liter Sprite, chilled
Instructions: Pour
fruit punch into large
container or punch
bowl. Slowly add cold
Sprite. Carefully stir
after each addition of
Sprite.

..

It
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8 hard-boiled eggs
112 cup mayonnaise
112 tsp. dry mustard
Paprika (optional)
Salt and pepper
(optional)
Instructions:
Boil eggs for
around 10
minutes; let
cool. Peel eggs.
Cut in half. Remove
yolks. Set whites aside. Mash
yolks. Add mayonnaise, mustard,
salt and pepper to taste. Fill egg
whites with mixture. Sprinkle
with paprika.

,•
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Deviled eggs

112 tsp. salt
Instructions: Boil for three
minutes. Add 112 tsp. baking
soda. Stir in popcorn and
peanuts, if desired. Microwave
for around 3 minutes, stirring
every 30 seconds. Cool on cookie
sheet. Makes 112 to one gallon of
caramel corn, depending on the
amount of caramel coating you
like.
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SARA VAN WINKLE
Student reporter

when
artist representative
Eric Clinger acquired Kelley's
mUSIC.

Josh
Kelley,
newcomer
to the music scene, invades
the campus Friday, his _23rd
birthday. He will perform at 8
p.m. in the Benson.
General admission tickets
are $5 or free with the Pass and
will be on sale Friday from noon
until showtime. The doors open
at 7 p.m.
_
Kelley, whosesong"Amazing"
has received significant radio
play recently, didn't get his
big break overnight. He used
modern technology to get his
melodies into the hands of
music fans.
"I would record my own
songs and put them on my
computer, compress them into
MP3 files, take my computer
to the library at the university
(Ole Miss) and put my songs
in my files for Napster,"
Kelley said in an article on
www.moomoomedia.com.
"I'd type in 'If you like Dave
Matthews, try Josh Kelley.'
I did that day after day after
day."
His persistence paid off

Kelley released his first
independent album, "Changing
Faces," in 2001 and signed
with Hollywood Records the
next year. His music has been
featured in the TV shows
"Alias,"
"Smallville"
and
''Dawson's Creek."
Kelley has a growing fan
base, according to those who
post messages on his Web site,
www.joshkelley.com.
His Web site offers free songs
from his new album, "For the
Ride Home."
''My initial reaction when I
heard a sample of his music was
I thought he had a good voice,"
senior Holly Hall said. "He does
sound sort of like John Mayer.
I like it."
Hall hadn't heard of Kelley
before the Student Activities
Committee
announced
his
concert in chapel but now plans
to attend the show.
Sophomore Brandi Dilday
said she had heard of Kelley,
but hadn't heard him sing until
she visited his Web site.
"I like his Web site because

of his personal journal entries,"
she said. ''I like the fact people
can hear his music once they
open his Web site."
Dilday also plans to attend
the concert Friday.
"I like his songs," she said.
"I think he has a very unique
voice. It's great to have an
original musician instead of
another boy band."
Dustin
Vyers,
student
activities
coordinator,
said
a lot of students have asked
about Kelley since the concert
announcement was made.
"Josh is a fairly new artist
who is actually talented," he
said. "I think it's awesome that
our campus could potentially
increase his fan base."
Students who like John
Mayer will also like Kelley,
said Vyers, who first discovered
Kelley's music while at a store
in Little Rock.
"I picked up his CD because
it was stocked on the same
display as other popular bands,"
he said.
"After carrying it around for
a minute, his song came on in
the electronics department. I
liked what I heard.''
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Music newcomer Josh Kelley performs Friday in the Benson Auditorium at 8 p.m. Kelley's hit
single, "Amazing, • receiving significant radio time, has been featured on the TV shows "Smallville, •
"Alias" and "Dawson's Creek." General admission tickets can be purchased at the Benson ticket
booth from noon until showtime for $5. Tickets are free with the Pass.

Reality check: fact or fiction 1
Programs serve as a temporary escape from everyday living
LEWIS

Just
Ramble
"Will you accept this rose?''
Why does that question
suck so many people into
the mundane world of
''The Bachelor" and ''The
Bachelorette?'' And why does the
asker even need to ask?
Like the askee is really going
to say no. They get to stay in a
luxury world for free. Who'cares
if attraction for the other person
exists? Of course, they're going to
stay. A free ride for six weeks, a
nice house, gourmet meals, free
travel- who could ask for more?
Lately every network and
cable channel seems to have at
least one reality TV show on

Sports Teams
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campus
Fudraiser 3 hour fund raising event. Our free programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates
,are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
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600 E. Race St.

their nightly lineups. Kid you
In a world where academia
not. Realitytvlinks.com lists
means success to us and silly
more than 170 options for reality pastimes mean falling behind, we
TV programming. At Harding
still take the time to care about
we have 70 channels available.
Meredith's life.
So that's 100 less channels than
I have a number of theories
shows. Think about that.
· for my own reality TV
Maybe what
obsession. One is simply
disturbs me the most
that rm avoiding my
Maybe reality
about this low-cost
.re.~ponsibilities. However,
television isn't
trend is the fact
t he more I think about
reality at all.
that we somehow
t hat theory the more I
get trapped by these
realize that can't be it. I
network cheapies.
work too much for that
Is Meredith going to choose
theory to be true.
Todd or Ryan R.? Will Larissa
Another theory is that reality
fall in love with an "average
television is entertaining to me.
Joe" or will she be subdued by
That's not the winner either. I
don't like watching poor Matt
a manly man? Will Donald ever
have the chance to fire a woman
Gould falling for fictional reality
on "The Apprentice?" (Obviously
on "Joe Schmo," but I still watch
I know the answer to this
it.
question.) Is Dennis Rodman the
My final theory is what I like
"mole?''
to call the Joe Schmozian theory.
Don't ask me how I can
Maybe reality television isn't
submit to you these questions.
reality at all. Ding, ding, ding! I
I myself am a bit worried about
think I win a prize for this one.
having this knowledge.
Sink your brains into this

question. How many
relationships have actually
succeeded from "The Bachelor"
and ''The Bachelorette?'' Hmmm
.. . one. But I'm not convinced
that relationship is going to last
for longer than a year. Kudos to
Trista and Ryan if they can make
it work after the glitz and glory
fade .
I get sucked into this stuff
only because it's a temporary fix.
Reality kicks in. The viewers,
as well as the participants, soon
realize that the glitz and glory
do fade and real life begins
again. Life isn't a rose in the
way television portrays it. And
making money isn't as simple as
sUrviving on an island or causing
someone to fall in love with you.
I guess what I'm trying to
say is, I'm sure glad I'm not
Meredith. I'm glad I don't live in
a dream world. I wouldn't want
to wake up one day and realize
I live in a not-so-realistic reality
world.

SPORTS
Bisons want to stop 0-4 streak with Henderson St. in '04
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LISA LAUTERBACH

Student reporter
Ouachita Baptist did Monday
night what only one other Gulf
South Conference team has accomplished in nearly two years:
defeated the Bisons on their home
court.
It took an extra five minutes,
but thanks to shooting 7-8 from
the free throw line in overtime the
Tigers held off the Bisons 76-71.
Mter a strong finish in the
second half, the Bisons were
plagued by a four-and-a-half
minute scoring drought in the
extra period, converting only 27 from the floor.
"With five minutes to go in
regulation, we were doing a good
job focusing and working the ball
inside," head coach Jeff Morgan
said. 'We were really feeding off
the energy from the crowd. In
the end, we just failed to convert.
We had two turnovers in the last
seconds. You just can't do that in
close games."
Sixteen lead changes kept the
Rowdies on their feet, but ultimately even the energy in the Rhodes
Field House was not enough to
help the Bisons fend off the conference leader.
Junior Ryan Coulter led OBU
with 19 points and was one offour
Tigers in double figures, including
junior forward Kevin White who
recorded a double-double with 18
points and 12 rebounds.
Despite being out rebounded in
the second half 28-18, the Bisons
fought back from a one-point halftime deficit to pull within four points
in the final two minutes.
Senior guard Darren McCrillis
made four free throws towards the
end of regulation to tie the game

www.harding.edu/thebison/sports.html

at 64. The Tigers failed to score on
two consecutive possessions sending the game into overtime.
''It felt like we had momentum going into overtime," senior Chad Ware
said. "Unfortunately, we couldn't convert. We got some stops, but in the
end we just couldn't convert."
Ware led the Harding squad with
18 points and 8 rebounds. He was
followed closely by junior Emmanuel
White's 17-point outing. McCrillis
rounded out the Bison players in
double figures with 16 points, including a perfect 8-8 from the free
throw line. McCrillis also chipped
in 9 of 11 Bison assists.
The win was the lOth consecutive
for Ouachita Baptist, who moved
to a perfect 6-0 in conference play.
Harding fell to 11-6 overall and is
tied for third in the conference at
4-2. The Bisons get another shot
at OBUwhen they travel to Arkadelphia Feb. 23.
The remainder of the week promises to be no less challenging for the
Bisons. The only other conference
team to beat the Bisons at home
in recent memory will return to
Searcy Saturday night.
Henderson State proved to be the
insurmountable foe for the Bisons
last season as Harding was unable to
beat the Reddies despite four meetings at four separate venues.
Morgan said Saturday's game is a
big one for the Bisons, but not only because of the long-standing rivalry.
"It's important for us to come
out and have a strong finish to the
week because this week marks the
end of the first half of conference
play," Morgan said.
Saturday's game against Henderson State will tip-off at 8 p.m.
in the Rhodes Field House. The
Reddies currently sit at second
place in the GSC West. m

CURTIS SERIGHTfTHE BISON

Junior guard Emmanuel White drives toward the basket in the Bisons' 76-71 loss to Ouachita Baptist University Jan. 26. White had
17 points on the night. The Bisons .look to snap a four-game losing streak against Henderson State University Saturday at the Rhodes
Field House. In 2003, the Bisons fell to the Reddies at four different venues. Tip-off for Saturday's match-up is 8 p.m.

Lady Bisons look to end losing skid
ASHLEY KELLUM

Student reporter
Getting back to the win column proves to be a challenge for
the Lady Bison basketball team
as it sits at last place in the Gulf
South Conference standings and
is currently riding a ten game losing streak.
With a record of 0-6 in conference play, misfortune and game
errors have held the Lady Bisons
from being a major competitor in
the GSC.
The Lady Bisons tried to earn
their first conference win in a Jan.
26 match-up against Ouachita Baptist at the Rhodes Field House.
Before the match began, Fran-

cis said the mistakes would have
to be at a minimum.
Despite taking a 23-22lead into
halfume, the finrt lead the team has
hadinitslast ten games the ladies
could not hold on and lost to Ouachita, 67-55. With the loss, the Lady
Bisons record fell to 4-13.
'When we played Ouachita, the
records went out the window," senior forward Tiffany Phillips said.
"It was a tough battle in a tough
season for us."
The Lady Bisons faced Arkansas Tech University Thursday in
Russelville, but results from the
game were not available at press
time.
The team's next home game is
Saturday against Henderson State

5 rea ns vo 're
not I' s-nu eight
1. You donlf have a orlcout schedule you will

stick wifll.
Pro Fitness has the hours and the workout geared to your
SCII«<ult. Wt'r• open Moltday through Thursday (6am-10pm)1

Friday (Cam.&pm), Saturday (Bam-6pm), and Sunday (1pm-6pm).

2. You dOn't lllfe b1g crowds and all that fitness hype.
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE-Checking with NO Service Charge
FREE- Debit/ATM Card
FREE- Check Images on Statement
FREE- Internet Banking
FREE- Telephone Banking
FRElS- ATM Transactions at 200
Preferred Status Arkansas Locations

Pro Fitness has a no-trills facility that offers you a wor~;out
refUge away trom the crowd on campus while providing
stateo()f-the-art equipment and a low-key approach to fitness.

J~

You

want variety In your workout.

Not the same ole, same ole•••

Choose from free weights, stair masters, treadmills, heavy
bags, e1Dptical.machines,.. r'8cumbent bicycles, weight machines
and morel Plus,hit music and easy view televisions. Unlimited
tanning lulso available for only $29 a month (you do not have
to be a member to tan).

University. Tip-off is at 6 p.m.
Phillips is the only senior on a
team composed of young players,
including seven freshmen.
In the pre-season, Francis said
it would be important for his young
team to gain experience from game •
to game.
Phillips, who is the team leader
in defensive rebounds and in 3-point _
field goals made with 103 and 25
respectively, also believes team
inexperience and injuries have
hurt the team's success.
'We have a lot of young kids and
four knee injuries this season," Phillipssaid. "Ourwin-lossrecord [is hurt]
when you have contributing players
on the bench from injuries."
Harding has four players sitting out the season with knee injuries.
Most recently freshman guard
Betsy Glover, who suffered an anterior cruciate ligament injury in
the second half of the game against
the University of Central Arkansas Jan. 19.
Francis continues to encourage his
players despite the losing streak.
"I'm really proud of the girls
and the effort they constantly give
me," Francis said. "After the losing
and all the injuries, they have continued to hunger for a win. They •
have not given up." "
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SPORTS
Quest for post-season begins Saturday for Bison Baseball
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Seven returning starters ~ring improved bats, leadership on mound
NATALIE WADE

Student reporter

With baseball season getting an early start, head coach
Shane Fullerton and the Bison
team prepare for a return to the
Gulf South Conference tournament for the second time in
three years.
The Bisons open their season
at Jerry Moore Field Jan. 31
in an exhibition doubleheader
against Southwest Tennessee
Community College. First pitch
is at noon.
Conference coaches picked
Harding to finish third out of
nine teams in the GSC West Division in the conference's 2004
pre-season poll.
There are fourteen returning
letter winners to the 2004 Bison
squad, seven of which are starters.
"The talent of this team is
unbelievable," Fullerton said.
"We are going to win a lot of
ballgames."
The Bisons finished the 2003
season fifth in the Gulf South
Conference with an overall record of 34-20.
"We had a good season last
year and our program has come
a long way," Fullerton said.
The Bison players also believe
the off-season was productive.
"Coach Fullerton and [assistant coach Chad] Turner both
have worked hard preparing
our team as well as our facility
for the upcoming season;" senior
pitcher Mark Connett said.
Defensively, the team has
veterans in all but two positions.
The off-season was spent finding
two new additions to the starting
line-up.
The Bisons must replace
catcher/designated hitter Matt
Smith who left the squad and
graduated outfielder Keith Collins. Fullerton believes they have
found players to fill that void.
"I am really impressed
with [junior] Brandon Grice at
catcher," Fullerton said. "He is
doing great behind the plate,
and offensively he is improving
every day."
Grice should split time behind

2004 Harding Baseball
Key Returnees
(with 2003 Statistics)
2003 Record:34-20

GSCPre-season rank: 3r'd
Coach:Shane Fullerton
(8th season, 171-160overa!ll

Pos

c
IF
IF

JakeKittly
.320AVG.OHR, 12RBI

IF

Ben Neely
.299AVG. 1HR.20RBI

IF

Morgan li"ottv
.322 AVG,4 HR. 37 Rill

IF

Jared Mills
196AVG,OHR,4RBI

OF

Sean Camilleri
.2136 AVG, 3 HR. 35 RBI

OF

Brandon Kimbrough
.309AVG.3 HR. 14 RBI

OF

Mark Connett
. 264 AVG. 2 HR. l(;f<Sl

Pitching Returnees

CURTIS SERIGHT/THE BISON

Junior righthander Larry Lovett delivers a pitch in the Bisons' practice Jan.28. Lovett, a transfer from Angelina College in Texas, will assist with what
head coach Shane Fullerton calls "the best pitching staff Harding has ever had."The Bisons start the 2004 season Saturday at Jerry Moore Field in an
exhibition doubleheader against Southwest Tennessee Community College. First pitch is at noon.

the plate with junior transfer Gilberta Valdez.
The Bisons feature a platoon
at first base with junior Justin
Cone and sophomore Ben Boyd
on a rotation.
Junior second baseman Jake
Kirby and senior shortstop
Ben Neely will return to what
is regarded as one of the best
midfields in the Gulf South

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery : Sunday-Thursday 'til Midnight
Friday & Saturday 'til 1 a.m.

PRO TIRE

&

SERVICE CENTER
DANNY FINCH, OwNeR/MANAGER

White County's newest & complete tire,
wheel & service specialist
Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
oil & lube, front end repair ...

.UNIROYAL..

... and parental billing
Is available!

Justin Cone
.340 AVG. 14 HR. 5S Rill

one-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

_:T ~ Uti:l#!?.j

Brandon Grke
.214 AVG.OHR.OR!ll

STUDENT DISCOUNT!-

~
. ~-;

Player

-BFGoadrich

Trotter is Harding's career
Conference.
Neely .was one of the top de- RBI leader with 123. Both hit
fensive shortstops in the GSC well in the fall and Fullerton
in 2003 and was a second team expects both to hit impressively
this seaAll-GSC
honoree.
son.
11
Last year was a pretty good
The BiSenior
Morgan
son
year and this year we have our ing pitchstaff
Trotter will
must try
share time
sights set even higher."
to replace
with junior
startJared Mills
JUSTIN GOODRICH, SENIOR PITCHER
at
third
ers Matt
base.
Walter
and Aaron
Juniors
Sean Camilleri and Brandon Gurley.
"It was a challenge filling
Kimbrough, and senior Mark
Connett will make up the out- Walter's and Gurley's spots,"
Fullerton said. "But Lthink the
field.
When Connett pitches junior staff we have put together is the
Searcy native Tim Bowser could best pitching staff Harding has
see time in right field.
ever had."
Fullerton believes there is a
Cone and Trotter will lead the
significant amount ofleadership
team offensively.
Cone set two Harding records on the mound this year.
for single season home runs and
There are seven returning
runs batted in. Cone had 14 home pitchers, four of which are seniors.
runs and 55 RBI last season.

(2003 statistics}
RHP

RHP

MarkConnett
5·0.2.97 ERA.43 Ks.s1.21P

Justin Goodrich
6-4, 3.10ERA, 78 l<s, 72.21P

RHP

Justin Cone
2-0.4 56 ERA. 16Ks,l3.21P

LHP

Brandon KimbroUgh
2-3,6.89EAA, 10Ks, t5,21P

LHP

Michael Hoggard
3•2. 3.38 ERA. 26 Ks. 29,11P

RHP

Geral Williams
Q-.0. 1.17 EM. 10 Ks 1S.11P

Starters Connett and Justin
Goodrich and relievers Jay Richardson and Geral Williams will
provide senior leadership for the
2004 season.
Connett; a righthander, was
5-0 with a 2.97 earned run average in 2003 and is expected
to anchor the Bison staff this
season.
"Last year was a pretty good
year and this year we have our
sights set even higher," Goodrich
said. m

Plan for Your Future TODAY!
How much debt will you have upon graduation?
Would you like to begin to eliminate that NOW?

Would YOU Be Interested In:
A job that can provide you income NOW around your schedule?
A job that you can take home with you this summer as well?
A job that you can feel good about as you serve others?

I am looking to form a TEAM of HARDING students
that are honest, trustworthy and interested in helping
others through their work.

FIND OUT MORE AND RECEIVE A
FREE CD INFORMATION PACK
(please be sure and indicate that you a Harding student)

www.See YourFutureSuccess .com

Eat
.
w1ngs

and
popcorm
for

free.
Super Bowl party
(sponsored by the SA)
S p.m. Sunday
Cafeteria

SUPER BOWL XXXVIII
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.S tudents draw up.Simday game plans
EMILY SANE
Student reporter

As more than 70,000 football fans
will rush Reliant Stadium in Houston,
Texas, for Super Bowl XXXVIII on
·Simday, millions of fans will watch
the game via the television.
Houston will host a championship
battle between th~ New England Patriots
and the Caroli.na Panthers as stands
fill with funs 8porting red and blue or
black and blui!.
To ;participate in the action of one of
Amenca's annual festivities, students
make plans to watch tlle S~per Bowl
inSean:y.
"' am definitely going to watx:h the
Su~ Bo wl~ ~rophomare Oerri.t Hopman
sa1cl. "1'11 partly watch because my
team, the Panthers, are playing. But
fllm:.ainly watch because you can't .call
-yourself an..Am.erican and not watch

but I will probably. Jll.S watch the ·A.srot:iatien.Will hostaSupeiBow1party
game with some friends in th~ dorm," beginning at 5 p.m. :in the cafeteria
Hopman said.
Although. location dom:inates as a
Students looking to watch the game key player in making-Super Bowl plane:,
in aco-ed.situatian
•
• · e:tudentsalrolook to
maym unexpected
•1 ain definitely going to watc:h • . fin~gfriende: w~th
di:ffi.culties.
· •
; .
whom theycan enJoy
I'I.ha,vehadgroups"
the Super Bowl ••• you ca-:'1 lP~II
the ame.
af students in the
yeurself an American and not
·~:friends and 1
past to watch the
watc~ the big game."
ara?lanningtohave.

f:bb~ ~ K~:=

SOPHOMORE GFRRIT HOPMAN

;;~ ~l~~~i

Timms, residen:e
• refreshments: &>ernar
life coordinator in
Arma Rai:ndl said.
Pryor Hall, soaid. '1 don't usually exp!Ol: t a • ·r want to watch and enjoy the game
large. group, however, booa~,~satorrtelitnes witl:J.a big group of friends. "
the telEMSion's v-chip activates and
As; the .P:FCs Patriots prepare to line
blocks the [3Jile based on the s.hoW$ up against the NFO's Pahthers, avid
that normally run during the time of fans and students who normally cheer
the gante.•
for otl).Qr NFL teams duringtheregular
.For students still searching for a season, make predictions to add to the
place to watch the game,
excitement ofthe
the Student
game.

thebig~e.·
Due toHarding'~r donnitoey visi.tation

rnJes, male andfemaleatudsnbl
face limited posSibilitiesoutiide
of their own roortW to watch

• Led by quarterback Tom Brady,
the Patriots, posting a 14·2 regular
season record, draw support from
several students.
"The Patriots will dominate because
they obviously have better match·ups
on buth sides of the ball," junior Tom
Johnson said_ "New England will win
94..12."
Othet stUdents strongly support'the
Panther~ displaying an 11·6 Ngular
seasCil recOl'd, based on the 1, 444 yards
gained by l"'DUling back Stephen Davis
this season..
"Panthers; will win 19·6,• junior Glen
Russellsaid "'l'hey shouldn't have won
any games tlris season. Now, howe.ver,
~!'t¢ein the Supar BowL Why wouldn't
they win?"
The aJ:mosphere Sl..lrroundingthe~e
even draws non·football. enthusiasts.
"I will probably watch the game
beoause ~¥ b~friend loves sports."
junior Ho.uy Oliver said. "Plus, my
roommates are cheering for
opposingt~ s, and the
tension in my aputment

will be interesting... .

the~e.

·~plans are

not~

~Uper Bowl tot: l)issecting the gan1e
Mter Beyonce, it's all about the Pats and the Cats•.

Iti been awhile, but inally the Sports Challenge is back! the Super Jowl
edlfioll of the Sports Challellge will give us our first Willner of 200of. Will it be
the Patriots or Pallthersr "'u 111.ust decide! the progllostieator with the 111.ost
poillts will Will two tree buffets with drinks tro111 Pizza Pro ill Searcy.
lllayillg Is Siiii.JIIe. Just predict the wi1111ers oteacb ga111.e alld the exaat results
of the tie~breaker. fhe 11 tear out this fo r111. alld dru pit ill the Spo rfS Challe 11ge·
box Oil the ledge 11ext to the U.S~ Jlbst Otfioe will dow by 10 p.111.. FrldaJ

NCAA Basketball (liS!)
D

D

..

D

D
D

Kentucky @Vanderbilt
Marquette@ Louisville
Florida@ Tennessee
DUk~ @ Georgia Tech
Henderson St. @Harding

D

D
D

0

D

NBA (1131)

D
D
D

D
D

Denver @Dallas
Memphis @ Detroit
Boston @Indiana
Sacramento @ Seatde
New Jersey@ Houston

Tie Breaker:

NFL Football
Guess the winner and exact score
of Super Bow I XXXVIII.

Carolina @New England
*Editor's picks are in bold

0
D
D
D
D

ou should be pumped up
for this Super Bowl I think
it has the possibility of
going down in the annals
of championship history
as one of the best: I do:rrt :rec:ill
ever seeing a Super Bowl where
the two teams seemed so evenly
matched.
New England seems like the
eruiy choice. They are the winners
Of 14 straight and are the hottest
team in professional football.
Then there's Carolina. In the
year ofthe underdog (Marlins win
the World Series, LSUIUSC win
Natj.onhl Championship, etc.) it's
difficult to overlook these s:rappy
Panthers.
Trying to figure out who will
win the Super Bowl could be
harder than figuring out why
presidential· hopeful Howard
Dean gave that campaign speech
at the Democratic Iowa caucus.
This week, I thought f d tcy to
take my usually ridiculous picks
in the Pizza Pro Sports Challenge
and go one step further. Not only
will I tell you whom I think will
win, but why they will win. rn
try to break down both New England and Carolina's offense and
defense in order to help you make
your Super Bowl pick.
Quarterbacks ·
The Patriots' Tom Brady has
established himself as one of the
league's best. Many football ana·
lysts say he should have been the
NFL's MVP instead of the Colts'
Peyton Maruring and the Titans'
Steve McNair. Former San Fran·
cisco 49er coach Bill Walsh calls
him Joe Montana-esque. He isn't
flashy, but he simply gets the job
done.
The Panthers' Jake Delhomme
was a back up for the Saints last
season. Much like Brady, Del·
homme isn't spectacular, but
he is a great leader on the field.
Some analysts believe if Trent
Dill' rcsn.wina.Sv.yeJ.' Bo:wl why,
not Delhon'tm: ? i thel' um:tel'back has. ever lost; in the 'Post ·

That has been clear in the most
recent Super Bowls. Both teams
possess a superior. defense. The
Patriots ha.ve their self-pro- ,
claimed "Homeland Defense,"
while the Panthers have been
dubbed the "Cardiac Cats."
I '!1
.· . '
The Patriots line and lineback·
•i
•
er corps feature Pro Bowlers Rich·
season, but Brady has already ard Seymour and Willie McGin·
won a Super Bowl. He has the nest who prey on quarterbacks.
Cornerback Ty Law showed in the
experience.
AFC Championship why he is the
Edge: New England
best in the league at his position
Running Backs
with three interceptions.
I believe the Patriots must
The Panthers have a ferocious
have a break-out game from .AiJ.. front four anchored by Pro Bowler
towa:inSmithino:rderto secure a Kris Jenkins and Julius Peppers.
victory. Smith lias shown he has The Cats sacked a hobbled Dono·
the wheels when given lanes to van McNabb five times in the
run through. However; Smith's NFC Championship. They will
health isn't
try to make
100 percent,
sure Brady
Trying to figure out who will
and the Pan·
doesn't stay
win
the
Super
Bowl
could
be
thers sport
too comfort· •
a great run
harder than figuring out why
able in the
defense. ·
presidential-hopeful How•rd
pocket Sun·
The Pan·
day. Rookie .
thers feature Dean gave that campaign speeCh corner Ricky
at the Demoaatic Iowa caucus.
a two-headed
Manning Jr.
monster in
played like
Pro Bowler
a
veteran
Ste:p!len Davis and DeSha.un. Fos- against the Eagles. I expect him
ter. Davis will be the bestrumring to have another solid game.
back in the game, if he's healthy,
In this match-up, I think
and Foster has shown he can New England will be the most
cany the load when Davis can't. prepared In the team's last two
Davis will come to play.
playoff games, the Bisons have
Edge: Carolina
faced both league MVPs. I think
Wide Receivers
they'll handle Delhomme.
Edge: New England
I love the match-up at this po·
I expect this game to be close,
sition Both teams have receivers
with speed, speed and more speed. It should be one that comes down
The Patriots' Troy Brown and to the wire. In the end, I tlrink
Deion Branch have great hands, special teams will be the deciding
while rookie Bethel Johnson can factor. Panthers' kicker JohnKa·
fly and give Brady a third target say has a better kicking percent·
for passes. The Panthers' Steve age, but the Patriots' Adam Vi·
Smith and Mushin Muhammad natieri loves to kick the wimring
are also two quality receivers. field goal. After all, Vinatieri was·
Wereitnotfor Smith's speed, the the hero of Super Bowl XXXVI. I
Panthers may not have advanced look for this clutch kicker to give
Brady's Bunch the chance to hoist
to the NFC Championship.
their second Lombardi Trophy in •
Edge: Even
;three years.
..
.
,: , ~pj:ck New England 24 Caro: ·
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· Defense wins championships.
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